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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this  sicha without his  first  reviewing it.  Although it  does expedite matters in  getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The  Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude  to  Richard  and  Anita  Grossman  for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

Rav Nebenzahl on Parshat Shoftim

 

 

 

 

"Shoftim Veshotrim titen  lecha bechol  shearecha  asher  Hashem Elokecha noten  lecha lishvatecha"

"Judges and officers shall you appoint in all your cities - which Hashem your G-d gives you - for your

tribes" (Devarim 16:18) why does the Torah emphasize "lishvatecha" "for your tribes"? Chazal explain

that there is a Mitzvah for each shevet to judge its members. The Torah is commanding us to do this

even though the judges in another shevet may be more qualified. Should the situation arise where

there is a dispute between members of two different shvatim, then perhaps the court situated in the

location of the dispute would handle the case.

 

With regards to other Mitzvot, anyone may fulfill a Mitzvah for someone else with the same level of

obligation. There is no reason why someone from Shevet Reuven cannot read the Megilla for someone

from Shevet Shimon. Why is that each shevet is commanded to judge its own members? One possible

reason is that a judge from the same shevet is familiar with the local customs and styles of behavior.

 

Many halachot are dependent on what the local custom is. An example can be cited from the Gemara in
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Kiddushin which states that a resident of Yehuda may marry a woman by saying "harei at charufati", for

in  Yehuda  "charufa"  is  synonymous  with  marriage.  The  implication  is  that  outside  of  Yehuda  the

marriage would not take effect. Only a judge familiar with local customs may rule on such matters.

 

The Gemara relates an actual case where a judgement was rendered based on the local custom. When

a man dies, the estate must support his widow, the exact details of implementation differ if one is from

Bavel or Naharda. Rav Nachman was once asked to rule on a particular case and was set to rule based

on the custom of where the husband came from. Upon hearing the wife's voice he was able to detect

that she was from the other area and thus Rav Nachman had to determine whether or not to alter his

ruling.

 

We can cite an example of local custom applicable nowadays as well. It is customary among diamond

dealers in Belgium that when a deal is complete they wish each other luck. Wishing the other person

luck signifies that the deal is complete and it is too late to back out. Perhaps outside of Belgium, as nice

a gesture as it may be to wish the other person luck, it does not signify the closing of the deal and thus

perhaps one could still back out.

 

In addition to judge having the ability render a more well informed judgement when familiar with local

customs, the litigants will be more accepting of his opinion.

 

Perhaps we can offer an additional explanation for the requirement that cases be judged by judges from

the same shevet. One may be curious as to why Hashem, the "shofet kol haaretz" "judge of all the

earth" (Bereishit 18:25) required us to provide human judges. Perhaps in monetary matters one can

understand the requirement for one cannot wait until  the age of one hundred twenty to know the

ruling. One who purchases fish and prior to actual payment the price goes up, needs an immediate

answer as to how much he is required to pay. In matters involving punishment for sins why is it that

"magid devarav leYaakov chukav umishpatav leYisrael" "He relates His word to Jacob, His statutes and

judgements to Israel" (Tehillim 147:19)?

 

The potential punishment for a transgression if it were to be meted out in heavenly courts can be far

more severe than if it were to be meted out in human courts. It is theoretically possible for one to

transgress a prohibition incurring the penalty of Malkot, lashes, in a human court, which had the same

case be tried in a heavenly court would have incurred the punishment of twelve months in Gehinom.

Chazal tell us that the suffering caused by fire is one in sixty of the amount one suffers in Gehinom. The

average person would not be able to stand even five minutes in a fire,  one can only imagine the

suffering one endures during twelve months in Gehinom. Although the fires of Gehinom are spiritual,

nevertheless the suffering is sixty times that of suffering caused by fire.

 

Hashem,  in  His  compassionate  way,  has  given  us  the  ability  to  be  judged  on  Earth,  where  the

punishment is more lenient than had we been judged in Heaven. Hashem provides judges in this world

to make it easier for us in the next world. By the same token, Hashem has us endure some affliction in

this world, to atone for our sins while still in this world, thus saving us from punishment in the next

world.

 

The same is said regarding reward for performance of a Mitzvah. The Baalei Musar explain that the

expression "schar Mitzvah behai alma leika", there is no reward in this world for performance of a

Mitzvah,  means  there  is  no  possible  reward  available  in  this  world  that  would  be  sufficient

compensation for performance of even a single Mitzvah. We are told "yafe shaa achat shel korat ruach

baolam haba mikol chayei haolam haze" "better is one hour of bliss in the world to come than the whole

life of this world" (Pirke Avot Perek 4, Mishna 17), this is referring to all the pleasures, honor, wealth,

and anything else that may be available in this world. The minimum reward available in the next world

exceeds all that this world has to offer.

 

The wicked receive their compensation in this world, whereas the righteous receive their reward in the
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world  to  come.  The  wicked  are  punished  for  their  evil  deeds  in  this  world,  for  in  that  way  the

punishment will be less severe. They are also rewarded for their good deeds in this world as we are told

"lo yeacher lesono el panav yeshalem lo" "He shall not delay for His enemy - in his lifetime He shall

repay them" (Devarim 7:10). Hashem rewards us according to the way we wish to be rewarded, one

whose concept of reward is enjoying more of this world, will receive more of this world, whereas one

whose concept of reward is entry into and reward in the world to come, will be thus rewarded.

 

Chazal relate the story of a man, constantly drunk and in desperate need of wine. His children, in an

attempt to cure him of this addiction, gave him some very strong wine that would put him to sleep.

They then placed him in a cemetary so that to others he would appear dead (it seems in those days

they did not cover the body with earth like we do today, thus accounting for the fact that he was still

able to breathe). The children hoped that he would awaken, so frightened by his surroundings that he

would be determined to no longer drink wine.

 

Hashem, however, had other plans and arranged for a band of wine merchant to pass by the town. The

merchants, upon hearing the sounds of disturbances, felt that perhaps it was not a good idea to enter

the town, for fear that their belongings would be plundered. The merchants decided that the safest

place  to  leave  their  wine  is  in  the  cemetary  where  it  would  not  be  found.  The  drunkard,  upon

awakening, discovered the wine and was back to his old ways. The children returned to the cemetary to

see if their father had awaken and perhaps had repented. Much to their chagrin, their father was as

drunk  as  usual,  whereupon  the  children  realized  "ein  chochma,  ein  tevuna,  ve-ein  etza  leneged

Hashem" "There is neither wisdom nor understanding nor counsel against Hashem" (Mishle 21:30),

whereupon they no longer attempted to wean him off the wine.

 

One who is determined to drink wine, will find it, to the extent that if given another item, he will sell it

in order to purchase a bottle of wine. One who desires the pleasures of this world will be thus rewarded,

whereas one desiring eternal life in the world to come will be rewarded in that fashion.

 

Perhaps an additional reason we can offer is that punishment one receives from within is more effective

than  punishment  one  receives  from  an  external  source.  When  one  chastises  his  fellow  Jew,  the

chastising has more influence than chastising from Hashem. 
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